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I have a list of items, let's say some type of products. I've got several methods to fetch all my products: Class Product "#{self.table_name}.*, #{self.table_name}.votable_id" ) end end Class User
< ActiveRecord::Base has_many :products def self.fetch_all_products fetch_all.map {|p| p.votable} end end Class ProductVotable < ActiveRecord::Base #... end So fetch_all_products method is
much more query efficient because it's way faster and less memory intensive (since it takes advantage of rails "retrieve associations"). Now I need to do that for each type of products. That's so, I
need to make multiple calls to Product.fetch_all and ProductVotable.fetch_all. Of course, I don't want to do a map and then a each method for each call (that would be too slow), but I can't figure
out the best solution. So my question is: Is there any better way to do that? How can I pass in the class name from the first call? A: It depends on what logic you want to perform on the returned
objects. For example: class Product self.all_usages_count = products.count end class ProductVotable self.all_votes_
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